Computational models are invaluable tools for understanding the hormonal and genetic control of root development. Thus far, models have focused on the crucial roles that auxin transport and metabolism play in determining the auxin signaling gradient that controls the root meristem. Other hormones such as cytokinins, gibberellins, and ethylene have predominantly been considered as modulators of auxin dynamics, but their underlying patterning mechanisms are currently unresolved. In addition, the effects of cell- and tissue-level growth dynamics, which induce dilution and displacement of signaling molecules, have remained unexplored. Elucidating these additional mechanisms will be essential to unravel how root growth is patterned in a robust and self-organized manner. Models incorporating growth will thus be crucial in unraveling the underlying logic of root developmental decision making.

Modeling Root Growth and Development

In the past two decades computational models have come to play an increasingly important role in deciphering the complex patterning processes that underlie plant development. Models allow incorporation of processes occurring at widely different spatial and temporal scales, enabling investigation of the causal relations between, and emergent properties, of processes that experimentally can often only be studied in isolation [1]. Second, in models one can systematically add, remove, or change variables and their interactions, allowing identification of the core mechanism underlying a biological patterning process. Finally, even if models fail to simulate the pattern of interest, they are a powerful tool to determine the nature of the missing pieces of the puzzle [2,3].

A particularly intensive research area in plant biology focuses on understanding the processes controlling root growth and development. At the tip of the roots, protected by a root cap and the gravity-sensing columella cells, reside the quiescent center (QC) cells surrounded by a stem cell niche (SCN) containing stem cells for each of the root cell-type lineages [4]. The QC and SCN undergo infrequent divisions to replenish the more shootward meristem as well as the tipward-lying columella. In the meristem, cells undergo rapid divisions, thereby producing the raw material for future root growth, while in the above lying elongation zone vacuolar swelling combined with cell-wall remodeling drives the rapid cellular expansion that generates actual root length growth [5,6]. Finally, in the differentiation zone, terminal differentiation of cells into their respective cell types takes place, generating new vascular transport tissues as well as new epidermal, cortical, and endodermal protective and uptake tissues (Figure 1, Key Figure; rightmost panel). Tight control of root zonation dynamics is essential to ensure maintenance of the QC and SCN to secure a persistent meristem, and hence future growth, while at the same time optimizing current growth to environmental conditions.

Root zonation is controlled by a highly complex interaction network of hormones, genes, peptides, and other signaling molecules. Center stage is occupied by a gradient of auxin that has its maximum in the QC and tapers off along the meristem (Figure 1, middle), and which is
involved in promoting stemness and sustaining division [7–9]. Auxin is antagonized by cytokinin (CK), which inhibits division and promotes elongation and differentiation, and whose signaling domain resides shootward of the meristem [10–13]. The meristem size and growth rate arising from this auxin–CK antagonism is further influenced by other hormones such as ethylene [14], gibberellin (GA) [12,15], abscisic acid (ABA) [16], and brassinosteroids [17]. However, it remains unclear to what extent the currently uncovered interactions are necessary and sufficient to explain the spatial patterning of hormones and developmental zones and what is the underlying logic of these networks. As an example, it appears that auxin may both induce [18,19] and repress [20,21] CK biosynthesis, but how these processes are separated in space, time, and under different conditions – and how this is functionally relevant – remains incompletely understood. In addition, how the architecture of the regulatory network enables self-organized (see Glossary) and robust patterning of root meristems, but at the same time allows flexible adjustment of root growth to environmental conditions, remains to be clarified.

The current review focuses on modeling studies investigating root growth and zonation, explaining their basic building blocks, incremental evolution, and the lessons they have taught us. In addition, we point out open questions and the type of model developments that will be necessary to answer these questions. Ultimately, a complete, mechanistic understanding of the checks and balances involved in controlling root growth and development should enable future targeted breeding of designer crops with desired root growth traits.

**The Building Blocks of Root Growth Models**

**Modeling Root Anatomy**

Root zonation models are typically multiscale, describing the dynamics at both the single-cell, local tissue, and overall root-tip levels. Although simplified 1D spatial root models have been developed, typically simulating a single vascular cell strand [22] (Figure 2A), we mostly focus on models describing a 2D longitudinal cross-section of the root tip that incorporate the different cell types of the root (Figure 2B–D). Cell types may differ with respect to cell width, as well as in the types, levels, and polarity patterns of auxin-exporting PIN proteins and auxin-importing AUX/LAX proteins. Early models incorporated a simplified, square-shaped layout of root topology [7,23–25] (Figure 2B), whereas more recent models incorporate an anatomically correct root-tip layout, either idealized [10] (Figure 2C) or from digitized microscopy images [26–29] (Figure 2D). Importantly, the realism of root-tip shape has been shown to have significant consequences for simulated auxin patterns [30] and transport [2] (Figure 2).

Models also often incorporate the distinct developmental zones of the root. Implemented differences typically entail cell length increasing from the meristem, through the elongation zone, and into the differentiation zone. In addition, some models incorporate differences in terms of hormone transport, hormone activity, or gene expression. Finally, the locations of zone boundaries may either be superimposed or are defined in terms of the hormone or protein gradients that evolve from the patterning dynamics.

**Modeling Gene Expression and Hormonal Signaling**

To model how networks of interactions between gene expression and hormone signaling control root zonation patterning, the dynamical behavior of the relevant factors and their responses to one another need to be modeled. Proteins often incorporated into root zonation models are: (i) hormone transporters (e.g., the auxin-exporting PINs), (ii) hormone biosynthesis and degradation enzymes (e.g., IPTs involved in CK biosynthesis), and (iii) hormone receptors and downstream factors (e.g., GID and DELLA for GA). In addition, some models also simulate the dynamics of more downstream transcription factors such as the QC-specific WOX5 that

---

**Glossary**

**AUX/LAX proteins**: active auxin-importing proteins that are embedded in the plasma membranes of specific cells, allowing them to take up more auxin versus only passive uptake across the membrane.

**Chemiosmotic theory of auxin transport**: auxin is a weak acid that, inside cells with pH levels of ~7, exists mostly in its deprotonated form, preventing passive export out of the cell. By contrast, in cell walls, owing to the lower local pH level (5.5), auxin is mostly protonated, enabling passive import into cells. As a consequence, auxin transport is dominated by active auxin export.

**Ordinary differential equations (ODEs)**: equations that express the current rate of change of a set of variables at their current value. They have only one independent variable, usually time.

**Partial differential equations (PDEs)**: have more than one independent variable, such as time and space.

**PIN proteins**: active auxin-exporting proteins that are embedded in the plasma membrane, typically with a cell type-specific polar orientation giving rise to oriented auxin transport.

**Reflected flow** (PI1-mediated flow of auxin down towards, but not entirely to, the root tip arises from the bell-shaped dependence of PIN levels on auxin concentration that enables self-organized patterning of an auxin maximum in the absence of a full-blown reflux loop, and hence is complementary to the reflux loop mechanism, controls outside of the system). Reflux loop root level. While the reflux loop enables maintenance of the auxin maximum in absence of shoot derived auxin, the reflected flow enables re-establishment of an auxin maximum after root tip excision.

**Reflux loop**: the root-level PIN polarization pattern that gives rise to auxin flux down into the root tip in the inner root tissues, combined with the upward- and inward-oriented flux in the outer tissues that causes gradual recycling of auxin back into the downward-flowing tissues, thus forming a loop.
control cell fate and behavior. Gene expression and intracellular signaling dynamics are typically modeled using so-called ordinary differential equations (ODEs) that describe the cell-level processes promoting or reducing the factor of interest, thereby also modeling the links of the interaction network (Box 1).

To model the dynamics of mobile signals such as hormones, one must also consider transport processes. In most models, passive and active transport into and out of cells is considered [26–29,31], while in others intracompartmental diffusion is also modeled to allow for subcellular and sub-wall concentration differences [7,10,23] (Box 1). Unfortunately, thus far it has not been investigated what consequences these different modeling choices may have for simulation outcomes (see Outstanding Questions).

Root zonation models typically involve a substantial number of parameters, for many of which values are often not easily available through experimentation. As a consequence, model development may benefit from applying efficient, rationalized strategies for fitting the parameters (see Outstanding Questions). Although many such techniques exist for single-scale models (e.g., [32]), fitting multiscale models is a far less studied field and is often still performed manually.

**Root Zonation Models and Their Connections**

**Auxin Dynamics**

It has long been known that a longitudinal auxin gradient, with its maximum centered in the QC and SCN and tapering off along the meristem, plays a major role in root zonation dynamics. Following the chemiosmotic theory of auxin transport, auxin can only be actively exported from cells, resulting in an important role for exporters in auxin patterning. Therefore, to investigate the mechanistic basis of this root-tip auxin gradient Grieneisen et al. [23] developed a model incorporating the different root zones as well as experimental details on the pattern of polarly localized auxin-exporting PIN proteins. Specifically, the model includes a rootward orientation of PINs in the vasculature, apolar orientation of PINs in the columnella, and shootward and laterally inward-oriented PINs in the outer tissue layers [23] (Figure 1, top row, second frame from left). The authors demonstrated that it is this particular layout, referred to as a reverse fountain or reflux loop in which laterally inward-oriented PINs cause recycling of upward-transported auxin back into the downward stream, that generates the auxin gradient. Furthermore, the model predicts that this effective recycling of auxin lends the root tip a degree of autonomy, enabling it to maintain its auxin maximum independently of auxin supply from the shoot for a substantial period of time. This prediction was subsequently experimentally validated using a shoot cut experiment, demonstrating at least 48 h maintenance of the auxin maximum.

A major question is how this PIN reflux arises de novo upon root-tip regeneration or the formation of a new lateral roots [33]. Interestingly, the PIN2 exporter essential for auxin reflux appears to be absent in the early stages of this process [34]. To investigate these issues, Mironova and coworkers [24,25] developed models which distinguish between PIN1, expressed in the middle vascular cell files with rootward polarity, PIN2, expressed in outer tissue files with shootward and inward polarity, and PIN3 that is expressed everywhere with an apolar pattern (Figure 1, top left). In addition, the models incorporate auxin-induced PIN expression and – at higher levels – auxin-induced PIN protein degradation (Figure 1, top left). This optimum curve-type auxin dependence was shown to allow vascular PIN1 to pattern an auxin maximum some distance from the root tip in a self-organized manner that enables repatterning after root-tip excision [24]. Put simply, if PIN1 expression extends all the way to...
the root tip, then auxin runs into a type of ‘wall’, causing high levels of auxin accumulation, and thereby inducing PIN1 degradation and retraction of the PIN1 domain. Next, once this so-called reflected flow mechanism has patterned PIN1, owing to their different optimal auxin values, PIN3 arises at the distal end of the PIN1 domain where auxin levels are highest, while PIN2 arises on the sides of the vasculature where PIN3 now delivers somewhat lower auxin levels. Together this establishes a reflux loop [25]. Because the model does not yet explain the spatial expression domains or polarity patterns of the different PIN types, it only partially answers how a
Figure 2. Tissue Layout of Root Models of Varying Levels of Complexity and Realism: As we move from left to right the models are able to capture more of the details of auxin transport, but simulating growth dynamics and other root-wide processes becomes more complex and computationally expensive. (A) 1D model: the root is represented as a single file of vascular cells. Downward-oriented flux of auxin between cells until the purple cell (left) generates a local auxin maximum near the tip of the cell file (right). (B) 2D rectangular model: the root is represented as a 2D cross-section containing all the distinct cell types of the root. As a simplification, cell files are assumed to run in parallel until they end either on the quiescent center (QC) or on the columella (left). A reflux type of PIN patterning (insets) creates an auxin maximum with an extended gradient (right). (C) Idealized wedge-shaped root models: the root is represented using a realistic wedge-shaped root tip in which the major cell files gradually curve inward towards the tip to converge on or next to the QC, and are locally protected by a columella and lateral root cap cells (left). Owing to the inward curving of cell files and the presence of a root cap, auxin reflux properties change subtly, resulting in a different auxin gradient pattern with an auxin maximum more focused around the QC, and the lateral root cap rather than meristematic epidermis cells having high auxin levels. (D) Image-based root morphology models: models that take an actual microscopy root picture as the input for the model root anatomy; these have a principle difference with idealized models that cell shapes are less regular and left–right asymmetries are present. Note that the auxin patterns predicted by the idealized and image-based models are highly similar.

reflux loop may arise in a self-organized manner. Even so, elegantly, the initial reflected flow mechanism explains the robustness of the auxin maximum against root-tip excision, while the resulting reflux loop explains robustness against shoot removal.

Although the reflux loop has been generally accepted as the mechanism underlying the root-tip auxin gradient, the lateral inward PIN positioning and its role in patterning the auxin gradient has been questioned [35]. Tian et al. [35] demonstrated that, assuming an outward-oriented cortical PIN pattern resulting in the separated flow instead of connecting the rootward and shootward auxin fluxes, PIN-mediated auxin transport alone would lead to an auxin maximum located below the QC. Feedback between auxin signaling, WOX5, and auxin production is necessary to
Box 1. Modeling Gene Expression and Auxin Dynamics

In Figure 1 we represent part of the hormonal crossregulation involved in root growth and development. Different models have incorporated different subsets of these hormones and interactions (see main text). To simulate the dynamical behavior of such a regulatory network, the models use ODEs that are suited to describe the continuous and gradual changes in the levels of ‘network nodes’ (variables), and how these depend on ‘network edges’ that describe the interactions among the different variables.

For instance, to model the dynamics of PIN1, we need to incorporate the effects of regulation on PIN1 (red edges in Figure 1), namely the inhibition of PIN1 transcription by CK, the induction of PIN1 transcription by auxin, and the induction of PIN1 protein degradation by higher levels of auxin. Assuming that all regulatory effects depend in a saturating manner on the substance exerting the regulatory effect, this would result in the ODE of Equation I:

\[
\frac{d\text{Pin1}}{dt} = p_0 + p_{\text{ind}} \left( \frac{\text{Cytokinin}^3}{\text{Cytokinin}^3 + K_{\text{cyt}}^3} \right) - \left( d_0 + \frac{d_{\text{aux1}} \times \text{Auxin}^3}{\text{Auxin}^3 + K_{\text{aux}}^3} \right) \times \text{Pin1}
\]

where \( p_0 \) is the baseline PIN1 transcriptional level, \( p_{\text{ind}} \) is the maximum induced transcriptional level, \( K_{\text{cyt}} \) is the CK concentration at which repression of transcription is half-maximal, \( K_{\text{aux}} \) is the auxin level at which the relief from CK repression by auxin is half-maximal, \( d_0 \) is the baseline PIN1 protein degradation rate, \( d_{\text{aux1}} \) is the auxin-induced additional degradation rate, and \( K_{\text{aux}} \) is the auxin concentration at which auxin-induced degradation is half-maximal. Furthermore, because intermediate auxin levels increase and higher auxin levels reduce overall PIN1 protein levels, it should hold that \( K_{\text{aux}} < K_{\text{aux}} \).

Importantly, in the above case a single ODE is used to describe PIN1 dynamics without distinguishing between the production of PIN1 mRNA and its subsequent translation into PIN1 protein. Such an approach is often taken to reduce the number of variables in a model, increasing both the computational efficiency of the model as well as reducing the number of parameters for which values need to be determined. Nonetheless, in other cases it may be relevant to explicitly model both PIN1 mRNA and protein, for example if transcription and translation have very different timescales, which would result in Equations II and III:

\[
\frac{d\text{Pin1}_\text{mRNA}}{dt} = p_0 + p_{\text{ind}} \left( \frac{\text{Cytokinin}^3}{\text{Cytokinin}^3 + K_{\text{cyt}}^3} \right) - d_{\text{mRNA}} \times \text{Pin1}_\text{mRNA}
\]

\[
\frac{d\text{Pin1}_\text{prot}}{dt} = p_{\text{prot}} \times \text{Pin1}_\text{mRNA} - \left( d_0 + \frac{d_{\text{aux1}} \times \text{Auxin}^3}{\text{Auxin}^3 + K_{\text{aux}}^3} \right) \times \text{Pin1}_\text{prot}
\]

where \( d_{\text{mRNA}} \) is the degradation rate of PIN1 mRNA and \( p_{\text{prot}} \) is the translation rate of mRNA into protein.

Many of the factors relevant for root development, hormones, but also peptides and miRNAs, are transported in between cells. Thus, to describe the dynamics of these signaling molecules, transport processes have to be incorporated in the ODEs. Let us illustrate this for auxin, for which transport processes are often incorporated into root models. Equation IV captures the regulatory effects impacting on auxin, involving either transport or metabolism (green edges in Figure 1):

\[
\frac{d\text{Auxin}_i}{dt} = p_0 + p_{\text{bas}} \times \text{WOX}^5 \times \text{WOX}^5 + K_{\text{WOX}} \left( \frac{\text{Auxin}_i - \text{Auxin}_j}{\text{Auxin}_i + K_{\text{GH317}}} \right) \times \text{Auxin}_j + \sum \left( \frac{d_{\text{bas}} \times \text{Auxin}_i}{\text{Auxin}_i + K_{\text{bas}}} \right) + \sum \left( \frac{d_{\text{act}} \times \text{Auxin}_i}{\text{Auxin}_i + K_{\text{act}}} \right)
\]

where \( p_0 \) and \( d_{\text{bas}} \) denote basal production and degradation respectively, \( p_{\text{bas}} \) and \( d_{\text{GH317}} \) stand for the maximum additional production and degradation under WOX5 and GH317 regulation, with \( K_{\text{WOX}} \) and \( K_{\text{GH317}} \) being the respective saturation constants. In addition, \( d_{\text{bas}} \) and \( d_{\text{act}} \) describe the rate of passive transmembrane auxin uptake, and active AUX1-mediated auxin uptake, while \( \text{Auxin}_i \) describes the baseline non-PIN-mediated active export of auxin that is assumed to be constant and similar for all cells, and \( \text{Auxin}_i \) describes the active PIN-mediated auxin export.

Although in most models auxin dynamics are simulated using the above type of ODE, in some models a subcellular resolution is applied, incorporating also auxin diffusion within cells or cell walls. In these models, so-called partial differential equations (PDEs) are applied, as exemplified in Equation V:

\[
\frac{d\text{Auxin}_i}{dt} = p_0 + p_{\text{bas}} \times \text{WOX}^5 \times \text{WOX}^5 + K_{\text{WOX}} \left( \frac{\text{Auxin}_i - \text{Auxin}_j}{\text{Auxin}_i + K_{\text{GH317}}} \right) \times \text{Auxin}_j + \sum \left( \frac{d_{\text{bas}} \times \text{Auxin}_i}{\text{Auxin}_i + K_{\text{bas}}} \right) + \sum \left( \frac{d_{\text{act}} \times \text{Auxin}_i}{\text{Auxin}_i + K_{\text{act}}} \right)
\]

\[
- \sum \left( \frac{d_{\text{bas}} \times \text{Auxin}_i}{\text{Auxin}_i + K_{\text{bas}}} + \frac{d_{\text{act}} \times \text{Auxin}_i}{\text{Auxin}_i + K_{\text{act}}} \right)
\]

\[
- \sum \left( \frac{d_{\text{bas}} \times \text{Auxin}_i}{\text{Auxin}_i + K_{\text{bas}}} + \frac{d_{\text{act}} \times \text{Auxin}_i}{\text{Auxin}_i + K_{\text{act}}} \right)
\]

\[
\frac{d\text{Auxin}_i}{dt} = p_0 + p_{\text{bas}} \times \text{WOX}^5 \times \text{WOX}^5 + K_{\text{WOX}} \left( \frac{\text{Auxin}_i - \text{Auxin}_j}{\text{Auxin}_i + K_{\text{GH317}}} \right) \times \text{Auxin}_j + \sum \left( \frac{d_{\text{bas}} \times \text{Auxin}_i}{\text{Auxin}_i + K_{\text{bas}}} \right) + \sum \left( \frac{d_{\text{act}} \times \text{Auxin}_i}{\text{Auxin}_i + K_{\text{act}}} \right)
\]

\[
- \sum \left( \frac{d_{\text{bas}} \times \text{Auxin}_i}{\text{Auxin}_i + K_{\text{bas}}} + \frac{d_{\text{act}} \times \text{Auxin}_i}{\text{Auxin}_i + K_{\text{act}}} \right)
\]

\[
\frac{d\text{Auxin}_i}{dt} = p_0 + p_{\text{bas}} \times \text{WOX}^5 \times \text{WOX}^5 + K_{\text{WOX}} \left( \frac{\text{Auxin}_i - \text{Auxin}_j}{\text{Auxin}_i + K_{\text{GH317}}} \right) \times \text{Auxin}_j + \sum \left( \frac{d_{\text{bas}} \times \text{Auxin}_i}{\text{Auxin}_i + K_{\text{bas}}} \right) + \sum \left( \frac{d_{\text{act}} \times \text{Auxin}_i}{\text{Auxin}_i + K_{\text{act}}} \right)
\]

\[
- \sum \left( \frac{d_{\text{bas}} \times \text{Auxin}_i}{\text{Auxin}_i + K_{\text{bas}}} + \frac{d_{\text{act}} \times \text{Auxin}_i}{\text{Auxin}_i + K_{\text{act}}} \right)
\]
where D determines the diffusion speed of auxin in the x and y directions, and diffusion only occurs between grid points that are either all inside the wall or all inside the cellular cytoplasm.

Figure I. Simplified Depiction of the Hormone Crossregulatory Network Involved in Root Developmental Patterning. Positive interactions are indicated by arrows, and negative interactions by perpendicular bars. Red edges indicate regulatory effects on PIN; green edges indicate regulatory effects on auxin.

position the maximum at the QC (Figure 1, bottom, second frame from the left). Intriguingly, experimental data suggest that cortical cells have both inward- and outward-oriented lateral PINs, implying that both reflux and locally regulated auxin production are relevant [36,37].

The models discussed so far have focused on the impact of auxin exporters on root-tip auxin patterning, assuming uniform auxin import into cells. However, although auxin can passively enter cells, AUX/LAX importers substantially enhance auxin uptake and have tissue-specific distribution patterns. The relevance of these importers was studied in an elegant modeling study that incorporated realistic root-tip anatomy and cell type-specific PIN and AUX/LAX patterns [26] (Figure 1, bottom left). The authors demonstrated that the presence of AUX/LAX importers in the lateral root cap and elongating epidermal cells significantly impacted on auxin patterning, improving the agreement between simulated and experimental patterns.

In addition, the above models assumed constant, homogeneous auxin production and degradation. In another study, Band and coworkers investigated the relative contributions of different auxin degradation routes (oxidation versus conjugation) and their regulation to root-tip auxin distribution [27]. The study revealed that, although oxidation is slowly induced at low auxin levels, enabling for example environmentally induced auxin changes to elicit a response before being removed, the conjugation route is rapidly induced at higher auxin levels, ensuring quick recovery in cases of substantial auxin increases. Intriguingly, the study predicted that, in the case of a defective oxidation route, not only does conjugation increase, as would be expected, but auxin production also significantly increases. This suggests an additional, negative feedback of oxidation but not conjugation products on auxin production that under wild-type conditions would contribute to homeostasis, but in these mutants causes an overproduction of auxin. This differential feedback of oxidation and conjugation products has thus far not been experimentally tested.

The importance of auxin importers and metabolism was further supported by work from the group of Lindsey [29] (Figure 1, bottom, two leftmost frames). These authors showed that a simple, homogeneous change in auxin-exporter levels would require a highly complex, non-homogeneous change in auxin-importer levels to retrieve the same auxin pattern, thus elegantly
demonstrating the need for coordinated regulation of auxin importers and exporters. In addition, the model correctly predicted regions of high auxin biosynthesis around the QC and in the columella that are necessary to produce correct auxin patterns. Interestingly, the production of the auxin precursor indole-3-butyric acid (IBA) in the lateral root cap was not recovered, possibly owing to high auxin degradation in this area [10].

The Interplay of Auxin with Other Hormones
Many hormones in addition to auxin impact on root zonation dynamics. Among these, the auxin antagonist CK is of crucial importance. The tug of war between auxin and CK determines the transition from division zone to elongation and differentiation zone. Thus, a crucial question concerns how auxin and CK signaling domains are patterned, affect one another, and are modulated by other hormones.

Modeling work by the group of Lindsey has focused on the hormonal crosstalk between auxin, CK, and ethylene, and the role of such crosstalk role in root development. Initially the group developed single-cell models [38], subsequently extending their work to a spatial root model [28]. The model incorporates hormone transport, crossregulation of hormone biosynthesis and signaling, hormonal regulation of AUX1 and PINs, as well as inhibition of PIN internalization by auxin, resulting in a highly complex crossregulatory network. Using this model, patterning of auxin, ethylene, and PIN1 could be correctly reproduced, but CK patterning could not be correctly simulated. Although this could indicate a lack of necessary data, it is also important to note that the model does not distinguish CK hormone levels from downstream CK signaling. It is well known that the distal root tip is a major zone of CK production [39,40], but for example the ARR1s (Arabidopsis Response Regulators) necessary for CK signaling are predominantly expressed in the elongation zone [11]. Thus, to understand the antagonistic role of CK, investigation of CK transport as well as the patterning of CK downstream signaling components is likely to be essential.

Modeling of auxin–CK interactions in the developing root tip was started by the groups of King and Bennett, again building up from an initial single-cell model [41] to a 1D cell-file model [22] and subsequently to 2D root models [31]. The root model focuses on the interactions between auxin, GA, and CK. CK signaling is simulated in detail, incorporating auxin-dependent CK biosynthesis, AHK receptor phosphorylation, and activation of ARR1s. Downstream of ARR signaling is SHY2 which suppresses the auxin-transporting PIN proteins (Figure 1, middle), while antagonism in the reverse direction arises from auxin repression of SHY2 as well as of CK biosynthesis. Although ARR12 is assumed to be active by default, ARR1 induction requires DELLAs. The model nicely demonstrates how, as development proceeds and GA levels drop, derepressed DELLAs activate ARR1 which subsequently puts a halt to meristem expansion [12,42]. However, without any further interactions, ARR1 activation would also occur inside the meristem, causing meristem collapse. The model thus predicts the existence of an additional factor that is necessary to restrict ARR expression to the elongation zone (Figure 1, middle, and top, second from left). This factor has not yet been identified.

In the most recent model focusing on auxin–CK antagonism, instead of incorporating all details of CK production and signal transduction, only the essential downstream CK signaling is incorporated. The model predicts a CK signaling-induced auxin minimum that separates the QC-focused meristematic auxin gradient from the secondary rise in auxin that signals the start of the elongation zone. The occurrence of this auxin minimum was subsequently experimentally confirmed. Thus, although one might naively expect that CK – an auxin antagonist – simply provides a shootward boundary for the auxin gradient, it has a much
stronger impact on shaping the auxin gradient. A major difference between this and earlier models is the incorporation of CK-induced expression of the auxin-degrading GH3.17 enzyme, based on experimental data (Figure 1, middle, and bottom, second from left). In addition, CK was simulated to repress not only vascular but overall PIN levels, again based on data. Together, these differences may explain why earlier studies did not uncover this patterning of the auxin minimum. In agreement with the earlier discussed models, the model needed to superimpose the region where CK signaling is active, thus leaving open the question of how this domain is patterned.

Adding Growth

To date, most published models focus on explaining patterns of hormone activity, taking these patterns as a proxy for the sizes of the developmental zones and hence for root growth rates. Importantly, these hormone gradients differ fundamentally from the positional morphogen gradients that drive the differentiation of a field of cells, as first proposed by Lewis Wolpert [43]. First, in the presence of growth, stable spatial domains must be patterned despite individual cells sequentially traversing these zones. Second, growth dilutes and displaces signaling molecules, thereby feeding back on the patterning processes (Box 2).

The first model investigating the impact of growth simulated a 1D file of elongation zone cells, incorporating expansion-driven dilution of GA and its effects on downstream signaling via GID and DELLA [44]. The model shows that, given limited GA mobility between cells, diffusion cannot smooth out the dilution-driven decline. This is in stark contrast to auxin patterning in which active PIN- and AUX/LAX-mediated transport between cells overrides any possible dilution effects. More recent results indicate that GA levels in fact increase with cell size [45] and strongly depend on cellular GA uptake [46]. Although this indicates that growth-induced dilution does not dominate overall GA dynamics, the model remains a powerful illustration of how growth dynamics may impact on patterning.

Paradoxically, the root-tip auxin gradient that guides stable root zonation also needs to swiftly become asymmetric to enable root tropisms [47]. Intriguingly, the auxin-inducible PLETHORA

**Box 2. The Impact of Growth on Patterning Processes**

According to the classical morphogen gradient model first proposed by Lewis Wolpert [43], the positional information encoded in different morphogen levels at different positions across a static tissue enables cells (or nuclei) to obtain different and temporarily stable cell fates. At a mechanistic level, cells perceive their local morphogen concentration, and translate this into a concentration-dependent gene expression program that determines the type of cell they become (Figure 1A). By contrast, in root developmental zonation the hormone gradients dictate the behavior of cells by controlling where in the root cells undergo slow stem-cell divisions or rapid transit amplifying divisions, elongation, and differentiation. Furthermore, because of cell growth and division, new cells are continuously generated, thereby displacing older cells shootward. Thus, although the different developmental zones need to be stably patterned, individual cells traverse through these zones as they age instead of residing at a specific, fixed location (see red cell followed over time in Figure 1B). Importantly, generating stable spatial domains in a growing tissue may thus pose additional constraints on the gradient patterning mechanisms.

Furthermore, growth dynamics may actively feed back on the hormone and protein gradients that controlling them. First, at the individual cell level, cell growth and expansion can, owing to volume increase, lead to a dilution of hormone and protein concentrations (Figure 1C). The severity of this dilution is dependent on the relative rate of volume increase compared to the turnover rate of the protein (Figure 1D). Second, owing to the growth of the tissue as a whole, individual cells are displaced shootward, allowing those signaling molecules that have a low turnover rate to travel outside their local domain of production (Figure 1C). The effects of both dilution and displacement processes are illustrated in Figure 1B for a situation where signaling molecule production only occurs inside the QC and stem cells neighboring the QC, and the signaling molecule has a low turnover rate.
(PLT) transcription factors show a graded distribution highly reminiscent of the auxin gradient, and appear to control root zonation in conjunction with auxin (Figure 1, second panel from right). To investigate how the interplay between auxins and PLTs may solve the auxin control paradox, additional data were first required. Experimentally it was shown that, although auxins control the rates of division, expansion, and differentiation, PLT levels dictate where cells divide, expand, or differentiate [7]. In addition, only prolonged exposure to high auxin levels was sufficient to induce PLT transcription, while the resulting PLT proteins were demonstrated to move through plasmodesmata to neighboring cells. These findings were built into a root model that explicitly incorporated cell, division, elongation, and differentiation, as well as the dilution and displacement effects these have [7]. The model predicted that the PLT transcriptional domain is restricted to the region around the QC and has no role in gradient formation. Instead, the model predicted that a highly stable PLT protein would enable formation of a PLT protein gradient through cell-to-cell movement and growth-driven cell displacement (Box 2). Both predictions were experimentally confirmed. The model next predicted that, because of the slow
timescales involved in PLT gradient patterning, tropism-induced auxin asymmetry does not lead to PLT asymmetry. Again, these findings were confirmed experimentally. This resolves the earlier-mentioned paradox: because of the division of labor in which auxin directly affects growth, division, and elongation rates, but only indirectly via the slow PLTs, affects zonation boundaries, tropisms do not perturb developmental zonation. Finally, it is known that, beyond a given auxin level, division rates decrease and root meristems also shrink. With the model developed, this can be explained from the fact that reduced divisions cause shortening of the division-dependent PLT gradient that controls meristem size. The model thus illustrates how incorporating the dependence of rates of cellular processes on hormones gives rise to important additional feedback.

Concluding Remarks and Future Perspectives
Over the past decade computational models have contributed significantly to our understanding of the processes governing root growth and development. It is now generally accepted that a reverse-fountain-type pattern of the auxin-exporting, polar PIN proteins plays a dominant role in generating the root-tip auxin gradient [23]. In addition, important roles for auxin-importing AUX/LAX proteins [26,29] and for localized, regulated, auxin production and degradation have been demonstrated [10,27,29]. Models could provide these insights by enabling us to investigate the consequences of, for example, differently polarized PIN proteins or differently expressed auxin-degrading enzymes, perturbations that are not always easy to achieve experimentally. Modeling has also taught us that CK does not merely antagonize auxin, thereby delimiting the auxin gradient, but divides the auxin pattern into a QC-centered strong gradient and a more modest auxin increase in the elongation zone [10]. At the same time, modeling studies have highlighted how a gap in our current knowledge prevents us from mechanistically simulating the spatial domain of CK signaling [31] (see Outstanding Questions). Finally, a few models have started to incorporate the additional complexities of growth, and its effects on diluting and displacing signaling molecules [7,44]. As a case in point, the slow, division- and cell-to-cell movement-dependent gradient of the PLT proteins was shown to enable auxins to control both stable developmental zonation and fast tropisms.

An interesting extension for current models that will be in reach in the near future is to incorporate further details of auxin transport. Recent studies demonstrate that non-phosphorylated PINs have limited auxin transport capacity, making PIN phosphorylation an important regulatory mechanism for auxin transport [48,49]. In addition, once phosphorylated, PINs were shown to differ significantly in their maximum rates of auxin transport [48,49]. Similar data for AUX/LAX auxin importers can be expected. In addition, although current models do not explicitly model ABCB/PGP auxin transporters, these not only complement PIN-mediated auxin transport [50] but also influence the stability of PINs at the plasma membrane [51]. Incorporating this knowledge may enable further closing of the remaining gap between simulated and experimentally observed auxin patterns. Similarly, it is now also clear for other hormones that active transporters exist that have a major impact on patterning the domain of hormone action, and that hence need to be taken into account in our models. As an example, the predominant localization of GA in the endodermis of the elongation zone [45] was recently shown to depend on localized active transport [52] via a SWEET sugar transporter capable of importing GA [46].

In addition to these relatively straightforward extensions, many more fundamental questions remain to be addressed. Computational modeling has shown that, to maintain non-disruptive symplastic growth, only limited and short-lived differences in longitudinal elongation are tolerated [53]. Nonetheless, different hormones are accumulated, perceived, and exert their

Outstanding Questions

**Biological**
Although computational studies show the importance of CKs for delimiting and shaping the auxin gradient, it is currently unclear how the domain of CK signaling is itself regulated, particularly given that CK production and signaling appear to occur in spatially largely distinct domains.

During root development, upon germination the root meristem first needs to be activated, next it needs to grow out, and finally it needs to stop growing and maintain a stable size. Exactly how auxin-CK interactions allow this initial bootstrapping and subsequent taming of a new meristem is still poorly understood.

Patterning is fundamentally different in static versus growing tissues, with growth giving rise to dilution and displacement of signaling molecules. In addition, although the spatial domains need to be stably maintained in growing tissues, the individual cells flux through these domains as they age. It is currently incompletely understood how growth dynamics precisely affects the requirements and constraints imposed on patterning mechanisms.

**Computational**
Different computational research groups have applied different spatial resolutions (subcellular versus cellular) when simulating auxin-transport dynamics. A comparative study will be necessary to investigate the effects of these differences on precise modeling outcomes, and under what conditions each type of approach should be preferred.

Multiscale models simulating the crossregulatory hormonal networks that pattern root development contain a large number of parameters for which little data are often available. Development of fitting algorithms tailored specifically for multilevel models would enable more efficient and rationalized fitting of these models.
control on root growth in distinct tissues, with for example auxin, ethylene, and brassinosteroids impinging on the epidermis [14,53], ABA acting on the cortex [54], and GA affecting the endoderms [45]. This raises the question of how root growth is coordinated in the radial direction. Tissue mechanics are likely to play in important role in this coordination [55], with hormone-induced growth changes in one tissue being both transmitted to and dampened by surrounding tissues.

On a very different note, root growth does not depend only on hormonal and transcription factor patterning of the root into developmental zones, but is also strongly dependent on the energy available for root growth. Thus far, investigations on plant development and plant physiology, in both experimental and modeling studies, have remained largely separated. Interestingly, delivery of sugar to the root tip induces auxin synthesis [56]. Furthermore, sugars influence auxin transport and patterning [57]. In addition to glucose enhancement of auxin-dependent cell division and growth, sucrose itself also impinges on these processes [58]. Together this gives rise to a coherent feedforward type of regulatory architecture that coordinates the developmental and energy-guided control of root growth. Most likely, many more levels of integration between these two control routes remain to be discovered. Developing models that bridge the divide between development and physiology is thus likely to be a fruitful direction for new research.

However, we would like to argue that, first and foremost, models aimed at explaining the dynamic, self-organized nature and developmental timeline of root development are needed (see Outstanding Questions). Because current models have not yet answered how CK signaling is patterned [10,31], we currently cannot fully explain how auxin and CK domains self-organize during embryogenesis and de novo organ formation, or change in response to environmental conditions. New modeling studies should be aimed at answering these questions. Incorporation of growth processes will be an essential prerequisite for these models because the initial patterning of a new meristem will lead to meristem activation, with the resulting growth fueling displacement and dilution processes that feed back on the patterning process. Furthermore, although patterning of spatial domains in a non-growing tissue entails that cells obtain a position-specific, stable fate, individual cells in growing tissues need to change their behavior as they traverse these zones. Explicitly incorporating these dilution, displacement, and cell-behavior changes into our models will undoubtedly reveal additional constraints and requirements for such dynamic patterning processes. These insights will be crucial for unraveling their underlying logic.
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